GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT DISCLOSURE REPORT

OPEID: 003367
PROGRAM NAME: Homeland Security
DEPARTMENT: Sociology
COLLEGE: Arts and Sciences
PROGRAM URL: http://sju.edu/majors-programs/graduate-arts-sciences/certificates/homeland-security

CLASSIFICATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS CODE (CIP): 43.0301
DESCRIPTION: Homeland Security
PROGRAM LEVEL: Post Baccalaureate’s Certificate

PROGRAM LENGTH: 12 months
NUMBER OF CREDITS: 18 credits


11-9161.00 Emergency Management Directors
11-9199.01 Regulatory Affairs Managers
11-9199.07 Security Managers
33-1012.00 First-Line Supervisors of Police and Detectives

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR ENTIRE PROGRAM COMPLETED IN NORMAL TIME*$13986
TUITION AND REQUIRED FEES*: $13,536
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES*: $450
ROOM AND BOARD: N/A
PROGRAM COST URL: http://bit.ly/T96BFx

NUMBER OF COMPLETERS IN MOST RECENT AID YEAR:
NUMBER OF COMPLETERS WITH DEBT:
PERCENT OF COMPLETERS WITH DEBT:
MEDIAN DEBT AT PROGRAM COMPLETION**: Includes all students both borrowers and non-borrowers
FEDERAL STUDENT LOAN DEBT:
PRIVATE LOAN DEBT:
DEBT OWED TO INSTITUTION:

PROGRAM COMPLETION IN NORMAL TIME: XX months
NUMBER OF ON-TIME COMPLETERS IN MOST RECENT AID YEAR**: TBD

JOB PLACEMENT RATE: Not required by University’s accreditation agency.

*Estimated costs are based on 2012-2013 rates and are subject to change in subsequent years.
**For privacy reasons, disclosure is not required if number of students who completed program during award year was less than 10